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“Restricting a key supplier of 5G infrastructure from helping to build a country’s network would increase that country’s 5G investment costs by between 8% and 29% over the next decade.” More from @OxfordEconomics.

The Economic Impact of Restricting Competition in 5G Network Equipment

@oxfordeconomics.com

Only a few more days until @Andy_Purdy sits down with @JeffreyCarr at the @SuitsandSpooks conference. Get ready to learn more about what difficulties we face in promoting #riskmanagement and resilience. #5G
tellaro.io

How excited are Londoners about #5G? See for yourself.
tinyurl.com/v97nqb3
Huawei welcomes Europe’s decision, which enables #Huawei to continue participating in Europe’s 5G roll-out. This non-biased and fact-based approach towards 5G security allows Europe to have a more secure and faster 5G network.

Huawei media statement following the publication of the European Co...
Huawei welcomes Europe’s decision, which enables Huawei to continue participating in Europe’s 5G roll-out.

Co-engineered with @leica_camera, the Huawei #Mate30Pro is built to make every frame count.
Our own Tim Danks will be presenting at Supply Chain USA, June 16-18 in Chicago. Join him and 1000+ supply chain leaders to discuss the future of the industry. #SupplyChainUSA tinyurl.com/t4f8m3

Happy Lunar New Year! Take a look at Cameron Lee’s adventures through the eyes of the P30Pro as he stepped into the year of the rat in L.A.

Across the pond, Huawei launched its 5G Innovation and Experience Centre in London to promote greater collaboration between businesses and innovators in the development of 5G ecosystems.

Huawei opens 5G innovation and experience center in London to promote greater collaboration between businesses and innovators in the development of 5G ecosystems.
What are the three pieces of tech @NDGomez wants to see in 2020? #AI, streaming games & smart homes that get even smarter. See why on @hprfm. tinyur1.com/vtm9hf

GIV predicts that by 2025, there will be 6.5 million #5G base stations deployed and 2.8 billion 5G users around the world. Are you ready? tinyur1.com/vsdy36s

Seeds for the Future is kicking off another great year! Take a look at some highlights from 2019. tinyur1.com/tzr253q

Unlike this hotpot, Huawei's success can't be tied to a secret ingredient. @JeffreyTowson and #GuoPing sit down for a nice meal and talk about how Huawei got started. 🍛

Hotpot With Guo Ping Episode 1: No Special Recipe

Huawei's stunning growth isn't the result of any special recipe or secret ingredient. It comes down to... 🎥 youtube.com
More than 240,000 underprivileged women in Bangladesh have gained new opportunities in life, thanks to digital training. #TECH4ALL

Underprivileged women
Gaining new opportunities

digital training has given more than 240,000 women new opportunities in life
The #LunarNewYear is here! How are you celebrating? Cameron Lee is taking in the holiday around Los Angeles with the #P30Pro – check it out on Instagram! https://www.instagram.com/p/B71PjXXRCEw/

Technology is meant to help better our lives and our earth. #AlforEarth #TECH4ALL

Upcycled smartphones help rangers detect poachers and loggers.
What tech are you looking to see in 2020? Raul Gomez of HPR1 thinks AI, better game streaming and ever smarter homes are in our future.

Looking Forward: 3 Bits of Tech I Want Right Now
To everything, there is a season, a time to weep and a time to laugh and o...

Get ready! Our own #TimDanks will be on Digital Trends Live at 12:45 ET/9:45 PT - tune in right here: https://tinyurl.com/wd2lm7d #DLive
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